
Stacking Images



Focus Merge (Stacking)
Focus merging is used for close up including macro photography where the depth of field (also 
known as depth of focus) is narrow and therefore the subject cannot be sharp from front to back 
in a single image. Key points:

• Camera must be stable – use tripod or similar
• Subject must also be static

• If outside ensure no wind (unless subject is solid)
• Or move inside

• Exposure should be the same for all the images, manual mode is best for this
• The objective is to take a series of images with focus point shifting from front to back of the 

image in increments such that the depth of field for each image overlaps that of adjacent 
images. For all but very serious macro photographers guesswork will suffice

• There are attachments and some modern cameras that will do the donkey work, again they 
are for the serious photographers (although I suspect it will become a common feature in 
many cameras over the next few years)



Stacking for Object Removal
This type of stacking is mostly used where the subject is a reasonable (mid) distance from the 
photographer. The objective here is to a take a series of images where distracting objects (usually 
people) move around such that every part of the subject of interested is captured in at least 2 
images and preferably more. The stacking software is then able to recognise the static and non-
static elements in the image and remove the non-static. Few pointers:

• The camera needs to be kept reasonably steady, but a tripod while useful is not essential as 
the stacking software will align the images (within reason), but
• Use a wall, post or similar to lean against to keep yourself steady
• Keep the camera held in the same position – easier if using a viewfinder
• Be comfortable, it may take several minutes to get the series of images you need

• Exposure should be the same across all the images, manual mode is best
• Cloudy skies can be an issue – clouds move albeit not enough to be totally removed but 

enough to give some strange effects. This can be resolved in post processing if need be.


